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HIGH VOLTAGE HANDLES BIG RISK

A MINDSET CHALLENGE

Spreading a Mindset for Quality (SM4Q): 
A Change Management Approach 

The High Stakes of the HV Cabling Industry
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SKAGERRAK 4 – Denmark/Norway[3]
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Facts & Figures
500 kV DC

700 MW transmission
1.26 M€ contracts value

237 km total length: 100 km
land +137 km subsea

5 years project duration

Skagerrak Strait

Growing global demand for electricity with a focus on renewables increases the need for HV cable projects, SKAGERRAK 4
is an example of these projects, which interconnect regional and domestic electric networks into international super-grids.
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The Magnitude of Risk in HV projects

Dealing with Risk:  A Mindset Matter

7 STEPS TO A QUALITY MINDSET2

 High Severity consequences in case of 
defaults as a result of the cost and size of 
products and services produced.

 Increased Occurrence probability 
because of frequent redesigns and 
original design modifications.

 Intrinsic default Detection challenges are 
due to the nature of special processes on 
HV Cables manufacture. 

European energy market integration program[1] HV cable installed per decade (in km) [2]

What’s an HV Cable like?

Cable conductor is insulated from end-to-end via a triple-
extrusion continuous flow process. It cannot have any breaks
or stops. Final layers manufacture may be continuous too.
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SPECIAL PROCESS [4]
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FOR A QUALITY-WISE

ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE
4OK, Change 

is a MUST!

Now What?

From a Top–Down 
Initiative …

Do

CheckAct

Plan

1
Kotter

2
8-step

… …

8 Model [5]

… To
Bottom-Up
Reactions

Identify transformation allies, potential coalition 
members  and change agents.

Assemble a powerful and knowledgeful 
enough coalition (Quality Board).

Recognize dissenters as probable
sources of resistance, monitor 

and prepare for their 
reactions.

Leadership Commitment with
quality is crucial [6].

Define the set of organizational values that is
essential to adopt for quality improvement.
Specify the main attitudes which the    
organization wants to establish in its culture

Outline broad improvement objectives 
for the whole organization along with

a strategy to measure, review and
achieve the change.
Declare top management 
commitment with the 
implementation of 

these key quality 
objectives. 

(Quality Policy)

Enlist experienced and product-aware
managers from main value-adding processes

among the identified supporters of change.
Create mixed (division and region) teams to work

on main different strategic areas of change.
Per Team:

Brainstorm, discuss and share experiences and lessons 
from past quality issues and risks.

Sort by impact situations (potentially) causing quality issues.
Specify key concrete objectives to improve quality in each 
change area.

Gather all their feedback while 
keeping in mind the resistance 

biasing some statements.
Introduce the teams work to 
all managers, thoroughly 

explaining every specified objective.
Present (along with top management) the change                  

process officially, recalling its urgency and the  
strong commitment of the whole organization

with it.
Schedule a special event to get all

concerned managers together 
and isolated from 

everyday tasks.

Ask 
managers 

for objective 
targets mapping

for the next year 
with their teams.
Remind managers about 

the organization indisputable 
commitment with change and 
encourage them to assemble local 
teams and lead change.
Analyze all current status received.  

Request all concerned 
process managers to map, 

their current dept. status 
in respect to the updated
set of specific objectives.
Update the specific objectives  
with the change coalition   

according to the gathered  
feedback.

Meet
regularly to 

discuss milestones      
completion and help 

them overcome issues.
Supervise data and defined      

metrics regarding the expected   
results for each leader action plan.

Require detailed action plans from each 
manager. Including actions, owners, metrics

milestones and required resources to bridge 
gaps within the year’s time.
Request a complete gap analysis with 

prioritized current versus target objectives
from each manager.

Reward 
constructive initiatives
from local managers and their teams,

putting in place a system of bonuses and recognition for quality   
mindset sourced improvement and achievements.
Strengthen formation processes by responding to skill 
issues and recurrently weak qualifications detected 
by managers.
Improve and update processes and procedures
to better suit the new establishing mindset 
improving flows and responsiveness.
Communicate achievements using
all available tools to
to demonstrate the
importance of efforts
and convince
skeptics.

A Widely Accepted Structure of 
Concrete Improvement Priorities 

Empowered Managers Leading Change 
Teams Across the Organization

A Central Quality Board Supporting 
Change Leaders As Internal Customers

Until 
Change 

Sticks!

With a Feedback 
Loop

For perspectives a yearly 
feedback cycle is included, where past year results are  

gathered both for positive and negative impacts, analyzed to 
make clear the cause-effect relations between executed actions and 

results. Lessons learnt and punctual adjustments to priorities are presented along  
next steps. Commitment with change is reassured and demonstrated by presenting 

all good results obtained last year.  

MAKING IT

PROGRESS3

This is done yearly until the mindset change is achieved and settled. Until all specified priorities 
are adopted and become a part of the organization’s culture:  “The Way We Do Things Here.”

Thus the process can be also seen under a
“PDCA” Perspective! [6]

…To Bottom Up reactions (in the center 
of the circle)
The whole process is designed as a Top-Down driven 

Change Approach, its main targets are the middle 
heads of the organization (the industrial managers 

in this case), being the closest managers to the   
product. Their Bottom-Up  
reaction and implication is  
crucial for the success of

this process. 

A collective mind, set in mode: “deliver quality to 
customers through minding all the process risks”  

Self-assessment capable and   
built collectively with the  
contribution of transverse  
teams and the wide 
feedback from all managers  
that will later execute the  
improvement actions.

Each value-
adding process 
manager becomes  

the leading agent for 
transformation. Engaging 

himself and his team with detailed next-year goals.
Developing  a detailed action plan to achieve the vision
including material and immaterial resources needed.

A central coalition for change (the    
Quality Bard) leads and coordinates   
the whole process from the highest    

level of the organization. 
Becoming a supplier of change  

support resources for every
change leader and its team,   

while analyzing their 
results to improve the  

whole change 
process.
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